Sales Internship: UTA Student Publications, The Shorthorn

Job Title: Advertising Sales Rep

Description: The advertising sale rep position is a paid internship in which employees will learn valuable sales skills needed to be successful in a sales career. Pay is commission based plus $70 per paycheck for gas. Have real sales numbers to put on your resume.

Responsibilities: The sales rep position is responsible for creating revenue for The Shorthorn by persuading businesses around Arlington into buying advertising space on The Shorthorn’s different mediums of news outlets. Day-to-day tasks include visiting businesses in Arlington, scheduling meetings, making sales proposals, and maintaining accounts. Minimum 15 hours per week.

Qualifications: Outstanding work ethic and self-motivated. No previous sales experience is required, must have a vehicle.

Contact: If interested contact Sales Manager Austin Hutchinson by email admanager@shorthorn.uta.edu